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SUMMARY Since recent assessments of genetic risks from radiation have concentrated on

harmful dominant effects, a quantitative assessment of risks from recessives is needed.
Presumably, harmful recessives can arise at all loci coding for essential proteins (perhaps 10 000),
but mutation to dominant alleles is likely to be a property of relatively few loci. While many

recessives doubtless remain to be discovered, those known at present tend to have earlier and
more severe effects than dominants. Induced recessive mutations can cause harm by (1)
partnership with a defective allele already established in the population; (2) partnership with
another recessive mutation induced at the same locus; (3) the formation of homozygous
descendants, that is, identity by descent; and (4) heterozygous effects. Calculations based on a

combination of data from observations on human populations and from mouse experiments
suggest that an extra genetically significant dose of 1 cGy (centiGray, equivalent to 1 rad) X or y

irradiation received by each parent in a stable population with a million liveborn offspring would
induce up to 1200 extra recessive mutations. From partnership effects, about one extra case of
recessive disease would be expected in the following 10 generations. Homozygosity resulting
from identity by descent could not normally occur until the fourth generation after exposure but,
on certain assumptions, about ten extra cases of recessive disease would be expected from this
cause by the tenth generation. In the same period, about 250 recessive alleles would be
eliminated in heterozygotes (that is, Muller's 'genetic deaths') given 2.5% heterozygous dis-
advantage. These deleterious heterozygous effects should not be combined with those of
dominants, as has been done in some previous risk estimates. It is considered unlikely that many
radiation induced recessives would show heterozygous advantage. Certain dominants (combined
frequency at least 10-3) should be excluded from calculations of mutational risk because they are

unlikely to be maintained by mutation.

In recent years, national and international commit-
tees have made detailed estimates of the magnitude
of genetic risks from radiation. With respect to
mutational diseases, however, the detail has ex-
tended only to risks from dominant and X linked
conditions. In the 1972 UNSCEAR Report,2 only
the first generation risk from the adverse effects of
recessives in heterozygous condition was given,
based on data from Drosophila. However, in the
1972 BEIR3 report and in subsequent BEIR4 and
UNSCEAR5 6 reports, as well as in the report of an
ICRP Task Group,7 risks from heterozygous effects
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of recessives have been regarded as one component
of the risks from dominant disorders, while the risks
of homozygous recessive disorders have been de-
scribed as "relatively slight" or "very few" in the
first generation with a "very slow increase" to an
equilibrium frequency. Thus, none of the commit-
tees reporting in the past 12 years has attempted to
give numerical estimates of recessive risk, while all
have followed almost exactly the vague wording
adopted by the 1972 BEIR report,3 without attempt-
ing to justify this by calculations. This contrasts with
the numerical estimates given for the extra risks of
dominant and X linked diseases.
The present paper attempts to correct this imba-
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lance and thus to allow a more precise assessment of
the relative risks of inducing dominant and recessive
disorders after additional radiation exposures. It
should be noted that these exposures are assumed to
be genetically significant, that is, received by the
gonads before offspring are conceived.

A comparison of dominant and recessive diseases

UNSCEAR8 considered that clinically recognised
autosomal recessive disorders were, on average,
much more severe in their effects than dominant
disorders.9 However, a comprehensive comparison
of all dominants and recessives is very difficult for
the following reasons. Severe dominants which kill
early or impair reproduction are non-heritable and
therefore unrecognisable as dominant by pedigree
studies, while recessives, however severe, are

transmitted in the heterozygous condition and can
therefore be recognised, in theory at least, as

recessives through recurrence in sibships and some-
times through association with consanguinity. If,
however, they lead to prenatal death (like many
induced recessives in the mouse) they will usually be
undetected in man against a background of at least
15% of failed conceptions.

It seems reasonable to expect a heavier genetic
load from recessives than from dominants because
(1) only a limited number of loci are likely to be
capable of mutation to harmful dominant alleles,
because this requires that the well buffered action of
the wild type' allele is overridden,9a while (2)
probably all loci coding for essential proteins,
perhaps of the order of 10 000, can give recessive
alleles. Fewer than 1000 of these recessives have been
recognised so far, so new recessive mutants in
isolated human populations are likely to be really
new and impossible to recognise for several gener-
ations.'( McKusick" lists 934 confirmed dominants
as against 588 confirmed recessives, or almost 3:2.
This contrasts with a figure (calculated from Peters'2)
of 33% known dominants, or 1:2, in the laboratory
mouse (if codominants at biochemical and immuno-
logical loci are excluded), in which the existence of
many inbred strains facilitates detection of recessives.
Most recessive disorders show up in infancy or

childhood, while many of the commoner recognised
dominants first appear in adult life, when they may
be difficult to distinguish from the common, but
poorly understood, disabling effects of age, includ-
ing blindness (especially from cataract), deafness,
and dementia. Some severe dominants, including
Huntington's chorea and myotonic dystrophy, so

rarely appear as new mutants in well conducted
surveys' ': that their population frequency may
well be maintained by some sort of heterozygous

advantage during the reproductive period rather
than by mutation. The dominant hyperlipidaemias
and hypercholesterolaemias are also so common
that they are unlikely to be maintained by mutation.
These should therefore be excluded from calcula-
tions of mutational risk. The combined frequency of
the former two disorders in the UK is about 0-7 per
1000 livebirths,16 while the latter two are consider-
ably commoner. Similarly, there are recessive dis-
orders (such as the thalassaemias, sickle cell disease,
and cystic fibrosis) which are so common in some
racial groups and so rare in others that heterozygous
advantage, either now or in the past, must be
postulated; this has been demonstrated in sickle cell
disease.

Sources of homozygous recessive effect

Unlike the situation with dominant mutations, three
distinct sources of effect need to be considered in
assessing the amount of additional genetic disease
which would arise from the induction of recessive
mutations, in addition to possible heterozygous
effects. The first source is the coming together of a
new mutation with a mutant allele at the same locus
already present in the population. The second is the
coming together of two recessive mutations inde-
pendently induced at the same locus. The third is
through the formation of a homozygous descendant,
that is, through identity of descent.
The first and second categories of effect might

occur in any generation after exposure. However,
the second would require the chance combination of
two very rare events and can be disregarded at the
low levels of radiation exposure which are consi-
dered here. Since the third category depends on the
attainment of homozygosity by a newly induced
recessive it can, ignoring incest, only happen after
the third generation, or about a century later.

Experimental evidence

Before attempting to estimate the mutagenic risks
from these sources, it is necessary to consider
relevant data from the extensive series of experi-
ments in the mouse on the induction of recessive
mutations by ionising radiation. A number of these
mutations are known to be small deficiencies which
also include neighbouring loci.17
Most information is from experiments which

detect recessives at a specific set of loci. At the 6 Gy
level of spermatogonial X irradiation, available
data"20 give an overall frequency of 135 x 10-6
per locus for the original set of seven specific loci. A
new set of six loci, however, gave a frequency of
47 x 10-6 per locus at the same dose level,2' which
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suggested that the original set of seven loci might be
more mutable than average. A recent specific locus
test at a different dose level and with another set of
loci has tended to confirm this idea.22 An average
mutation frequency of 94 x 10-6 per locus is
obtained by combining results at the 6 Gy level, that
is, a rate of 16 x 10-6 per locus per Gy, assuming
linearity. Since the ratio of induced mutation rates
after chronic and acute exposures is 0-33,23 the
expected mutation rate to recessives after chronic
spermatogonial exposure would be about
5-2 x 10-6 per locus per Gy. Although there is
evidence that induced specific locus mutation rates
in mouse oocytes after chronic exposures are de-
cidedly lower than in spermatogonia,24 the situa-
tion in man is less clear, so that it might be advisable
to assume a similar figure in both sexes.
Of 206 recessive mutations induced at the original

set of seven specific loci by spermatogonial irradia-
tion, 136 were lethal in the homozygote,25 but
effects varied greatly between loci. Many homozy-
gotes died before birth while others were lethal at
birth or weaning. However, only four out of 14
recessives were homozygous lethals after similar
experiments with the Harwell six locus stock.2'
Perhaps it would be best to assume that about
two-thirds of radiation induced recessives have
lethal or deleterious effects in the homozygotes,
while in about half of these such effects are neonatal
or postnatal. If so, the expected mutation rate of
5-2 x 10-6 given in the previous paragraph can be
changed to 3-5 x 10-6 for mutations to all lethal
and deleterious recessives, and to 1-7 x 10-6 for
mutations to lethal and deleterious recessives which
act at or after birth.
These are per locus rates, but attempts have also

been made to obtain overall rates of induction of
recessive mutations for the whole genome. Analysis
of such data from spermatogonial irradiation26 gave
an overall mutation rate of 0-09 x 10-3/genome/rad
for recessive lethals acting in utero after acute X
irradiation, equivalent to 9 x 10-3/genome/Gy. If
(as before) a factor of 0-33 is assumed for the
conversion of effects of acute to chronic exposure,
and if prenatal lethals constitute half of all harmful
recessives, then a figure of 3 x 10-3/genome/Gy is
obtained for the induction of recessives with lethal
or deleterious effects at or after birth.

Partnership of induced and pre-existing recessives

Experience with the mouse suggests that the usual
zygotic consequence of two gametes with recessive
alleles, or deficiencies, at the same locus is a
phenotype that resembles the homozygote for the
less severe allele, or is intermediate between the two

homozygotes. Therefore, partnership between an
induced prenatal lethal and a previously existing
recessive for a serious hereditary disease is likely to
lead to a recessive disorder at least as severe as the
regular form.

If F is the rate of induction of recessive mutations
at locus a per cGy of parental irradiation at low
doses and dose rates, q the recessive gene frequency
at this locus, and N the total number of offspring
from the exposed population, then the number
expected to show a recessive phenotype because of
interaction of induced and pre-existing recessives at
the same loci will be Nl:,,%, per cGy.

Estimates of the gene frequency (Xq) of human
deleterious recessives may be made from the phe-
notypic frequencies or, indirectly, from the results
of inbreeding. Indirect estimates based on cousin
marriage have a very wide range.27 If the concept of
a recessive is extended to include lethal
equivalents,28 some four to five equivalents per
gamete may be inferred. The rarity of recessive
disease in most cousin marriages suggests a low
figure. (The incidence in cousin marriage is n/16,
where n is the number of recessives per gamete
when n is small or, more exactly, 1-(15/16)n). It is
possible that many recessives cause early fetal
death. If so this would not be recognised in man, as
the known miscarriage rate is about 15% and, due to
the recurrence risk being only 25%, would not be a
major cause of infertility. Indeed, such disorders
may have been advantageous in spacing births and
may be very common in man.
While data on phenotypic frequencies are limited,

the frequency of the commonest form in any
community is usually known, and the relative
frequency of the lesser known forms can be derived
with reasonable precision, that is, within a factor of
two, from hospital and laboratory sources.

In the UK, excluding immigrants, the incidences
of fibrocystic disease and phenylketonuria are well
known, at about 1 in 2000 and 1 in 15 000
respectively, both varying by area. Congenital
adrenal hyperplasia (21-hydroxylase deficiency) has
an intermediate incidence. Excluding recessive dis-
orders which lead to blindness or partial sight,
deafness, or severe mental handicap (an incidence
of about 1, 1, and 3 per 1000 respectively), the
number of other recessive disorders diagnosed in
hospitals in the UK hardly exceeds the number
diagnosed with cystic fibrosis. It seems that in most
ethnic groups one or two disorders account for over
half the children with recessive disease. Excluding
haemoglobinopathies, which are virtually unknown
in Northern Europeans, the total incidence of
recessive diseases is probably 0-5 to 1%, although
only about a tenth of these, or 1 in 1000, are
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diagnosed within a month of birth. Recessive
disorders are still being discovered, but it seems
unlikely that the cumulative frequency of severe
postnatal recessive disorders as yet unknown would
exceed 1 per 1000.
The gene frequency of a recessive is the square

root of the incidence of the homozygote. Therefore,
if the square roots of the incidences of the various
diseases are summed, this gives the mean number of
recessives per gamete (Yq), and is about 1.29
The value of it (rate of induction of recessives) can

only be inferred in man from the experimental data
already referred to or from a combination of human
and experimental data. Indirect estimates of the
natural mutation frequency for human recessives
with drastic effects are consistent with a figure of
6 x 10-6/locus/generation, or 21 x 10-6 if de-
trimentals are included.3" Morton3" suggested a
doubling dose of 42 rad (about 0-4 Gy) for acute
irradiation of spermatogonia and oocytes. A higher
doubling dose (that is, reduced effectiveness) would
be expected for low LET (X or y) irradiation at low
doses or dose rates and the value of 1 Gy (100 rad)
has been used by UNSCEAR.s 6 Schull et al3'
estimated a mean doubling dose of 156 rems (468
rems for chronic exposures) from data on three
indicators of genetic effects in progeny of survivors
of the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki,
but confidence limits were very wide, ranging from
18 rems (0-18 Sv) to infinity. The average rate of
induction of 'drastic' human recessives by chronic
exposures to radiation of low LET would be
6 x 10-6/locus/Gy if the doubling dose estimate of
1 Gy is used.

If the estimate obtained above for Xq of one
severely detrimental recessive per human gamete is
combined with the average mutation rates of either
3.5 x 10-6 (mouse data on all lethal and deleterious
recessives) or 6 x 10-6 (human data) recessives per
locus per Gy of chronic irradiation, then after a
genetically significant dose of 1 Gy to both parents,
one would expect about 10 (1 x 3.5 x 2 or
1 x 6 x 2) extra cases of recessive disease in the
offspring per million livebirths from partnership
effects. A more realistic exposure level for man
made radiation would be 1 cGy (1 rad), which would
lead to 0-1 extra cases per million in the first
generation. Figures for the following generations
would depend on the extent of heterozygous dis-
advantage in the induced recessives. Luning32 found
little evidence for dominant deleterious effects of
induced recessive lethals in mice, although most
induced deleterious dominants in mice are lethal in
the homozygote.25 Crow33 concluded, by analogy
with Drosophila, that for human recessives "almost
all have some deleterious effects in heterozygotes".

Radiation induced recessives, since they seem fre-
quently to involve deficiencies, are likely to be more
detrimental in the heterozygote than naturally
occurring recessives. In the absence of any reliable
estimate of the magnitude of this heterozygous
selective disadvantage in man, it seems reasonable
to use the figure of 2-5% which has been obtained
from studies of recessive lethals in populations
of Drosophila. If so, the cumulative effects per
million over 10 generations of a single exposure of
1 cGy can be estimated by calculating the sum
over 10 generations of the geometric series 0.1
(1 + 0-975 + 0.9752 .. .. 0-9759). This equals
0-86, or approximately one extra severely de-
trimental recessive condition. In the same way the
corresponding figure for 100 generations is 3 7, or
about 4. If there were a persistent increase of 1 cGy
per generation in chronic exposures to parents, then
the number of extra cases of recessive disease would
very gradually approach a maximum of about four
per million livebirths per generation, being the sum
to infinity of the geometric series given above, as the
result of this interaction between induced and pre-
existing recessives.

If induced recessives were at no heterozygous
disadvantage, then the cumulative effects would
again add up to one extra recessive disorder in 10
generations, but would be about 10 over 100
generations. If the extra exposure continued in each
generation, there would be a continued increase in
the frequency of extra recessive conditions, without
any equilibrium being reached.

Homozygosity of induced recessives

For this source of recessive risk we are only
concerned with induced recessive mutations in
which the homozygotes have deleterious effects at
or after birth. If there are 10 000 loci per genome
capable of mutation to such harmful recessives, as
judged by our estimate of 10 000 essential proteins,
then the estimates already given provide the follow-
ing per genome mutation rates: (1) 17 x 10-3/
genome/Gy from the specific locus results; (2)
3 x 10-3/genome/Gy from recessive lethal results;
(3) 60 x 10-3/genome/Gy from combined human
and mouse (doubling dose) estimates. These esti-
mates vary by a factor of 20. The last and most
pessimistic estimate would mean that if parents in a
stable population with 106 live born offspring were
each exposed to an extra 1 cGy low LET irradiation,
then 6 x 10-4 x 2 x 106= 1200 progeny would
carry induced recessives of the type indicated.

If we make the assumption, as before, that these
newly arisen heterozygotes are at a selective dis-
advantage of 2.5%, then after two more generations
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the above figure of 1200 would have fallen to 1140
(1200 x 0.9752) heterozygotes for induced reces-
sives. By the tenth generation it would have fallen to
955; thus, nearly 250 recessive alleles would have
been eliminated in heterozygotes. The first homozy-
gotes might be expected to appear in the fourth
generation, from first cousin matings. If there were
1% of these and equal numbers of each sex (that is,
570) who were heterozygous for these recessives,
then about six male and about six female heterozy-
gotes would mate with cousins. Since the probability
of the cousin also carrying the induced recessive is
25%, three matings between heterozygotes would
be expected. As the probability of homozygosity for
the recessive in the offspring of such matings is also
25%, then, with two offspring per mating, 1.5
homozygotes would be expected (3 x 2 x 0.25) in
the fourth generation. With similar calculations,
assuming 2-5% selective disadvantage of recessives
per generation, the total number of homozygotes for
induced recessives in the first 10 generations after
exposure would be about 10 and in the first 100
would be about 50. If there were no heterozygous
disadvantage, these figures would be about 10 and
150 respectively. If the population were exposed to 1
cGy extra radiation per parent in each generation
then the number of extra heterozygotes (given 2-5%
disadvantage) would gradually approach a maxi-
mum of about 50 000, that is, the sum of
(1 + 0-975 + 0-9752 .. .), from which, on the
same calculations, about 60 homozygotes per gen-
eration would be expected if there were 1%
inbreeding.

It should be pointed out here that the degree of
inbreeding only influences the immediacy of the
effects and, except that a high inbreeding coefficient
will reduce the ultimate consequences through
giving less time for heterozygous effects, will affect
only slightly the total number of casualties. Similar-
ly, the degree of heterozygous effect cannot change
this number by more than a factor of two, and in no
way can it be better to have, than not to have, a
heterozygous effect.

If there were no selective disadvantage of the
heterozygote, the simplest way34 of treating an extra
load of recessives would be to assume a balance
between the birth and death of mutant alleles. In a
dominant, each allele takes one individual to a
genetic death, in a recessive a pair of alleles are
required so that each recessive leads on average to
half a death. Whether these deaths necessarily
follow in an affected genotype, or are the cumula-
tive result of impaired viability, does not affect the
argument. In dominants, the incidence would de-
cline at a geometrical rate, while in recessives most
of the casualties would be exported to the distant

future. The inbreeding rate affects the half life of the
mutations, but not their eventual capacity to induce
death. In the absence of inbreeding (complete
miscegenation), the half life of some recessives
might well exceed the life expectation of a species.
Thus, if 1000 recessive lethals were randomly
distributed over 109 individuals mating at random,
the proportion surviving per generation would be
0-999999, giving a half life of over a million years in
man.

Discussion

These estimates suggest that risks of recessive
disease to children from an extra 1 cGy (1 rad) X or
y radiation to parents in a population of one million
would amount to less than one affected subject in
the first generation after exposure and about two in
the fourth (when induced recessives can become
homozygous), with a total of about 10 in the first 10
generations. However, these figures depend greatly
on the extent of inbreeding within the population
and, to a lesser extent, on the level of selective
disadvantage fixed for recessive heterozygotes.
Effects of the chance spread or extinction of induced
mutant alleles should also be recognised; these will
tend to reduce the number of different mutants in an
exposed population with succeeding generations,
but not the total number of mutant heterozygotes.
The only other recent attempt to quantify reces-

sive risks is that of Oftedal,3s but his figures (made
on the assumption that recessive mutant alleles are
induced with an efficiency 7-2 times that for domi-
nants and that the number of genes that can mutate
in the two categories is effectively the same) refer to
induced recessive mutations rather than to actual
cases of recessive disease, so are not comparable
with our own.

Although the number of persons who would
suffer the homozygous effects of induced recessives
in the generations following radiation exposure
would be markedly lower than for the heterozygous
effects of induced dominants, yet it should be
remembered that the actual detriment from most
human recessives tends to be more severe than for
dominants and they also tend to be manifest
earlier.6 Such factors should be taken into account
in any definitive assessment.
The magnitude of the risks from mutational

disease after radiation exposure will depend partly
on whether the dominants and recessives concerned
are mutationally maintained, or have a high fre-
quency because of heterozygous advantage. As
already pointed out, it seems probable that certain
recessive diseases, such as cystic fibrosis and the
haemoglobinopathies, are or have been so main-
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tained. This does not mean, however, that recessive
risks are lower than have been calculated because
(1) for the risk of interaction of induced recessives
with pre-existing recessives the important factor is
the actual gene frequency of deleterious recessives
in the population, which is increased if certain
conditions show heterozygote advantage; (2) it
seems very unlikely that radiation induced reces-
sives would show heterozygote advantage, since the
alleles involved seem to be mainly associated with
complete absence of function in the gene concerned
and often in neighbouring genes as well; and (3) the
environment necessary for heterozygote advantage
to be manifest might disappear, as in the case of the
sickling trait in many countries. For dominants,
however, where the radiation doubling dose is
applied to the overall frequency in order to deter-
mine the number of extra cases of disease, frequen-
cies of conditions likely to be maintained by, or to
have had, heterozygous advantage should be ex-
cluded. Perhaps also should those conditions, like
retinoblastoma and some other heritable cancers,
which seem to be recessives (sometimes deficiencies)
at the tissue level, in which somatic mutation,
somatic recombination, or other phenomena are
acting on the heterozygote to give a quasi-dominant
condition.36 37 Taken together, this group of domi-
nant and quasi-dominant diseases has a joint inci-
dence of at least 10-3.
We have assumed a 2-5% heterozygote disadvan-

tage for induced recessives, but the extent to which
heterozygosity per se will lead to detrimental
effects, and what the nature of these are likely to be,
is still very uncertain. In previous risk estimates,46
it has been assumed that any heterozygous effects of
recessives will be included in the dominant category.
It seems much more likely, however, that they will
be manifest as a slight increase in susceptibility to
disease or to malignancy, or a slight decrease in
intellect, sense organs, or physique.' 38 If so, they
will have been excluded from recent risk estimates
but should not be ignored in future ones.

The authors thank Dr Mary F Lyon FRS for her
critical review of an earlier draft. Earlier versions
also benefited from being discussed at genetic
sessions of UNSCEAR, especially from the sugges-
tions of Professors P S Harper and W J Schull.
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